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STEERING ARM FAILURES 
OEM Early Ford V8 Passenger Car (1932 – 1948) 

LVVTA has recently become aware of an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) early Ford V8 steering arm failure 
in Australia, and another potential failure (due to significant cracking) of an early Ford V8 steering arm in  
New Zealand. 

Steering arms on American-based Ford passenger cars, produced between 1932 and 1948, are integral with the stub 
axle and are manufactured from steel using a forging process. Cracks can develop in the steering arm through fatigue 
or manufacturing defects, impacts or collisions, or in some cases a combination of both. If cracks remain undetected, 
catastrophic steering failure can occur. 

Typically, these OEM stub axles are fitted to vehicles, both modified production and scratch-built  
(e.g. T-buckets), that use standard height (non-dropped) early Ford V8 front axles. Note that vehicles equipped with 
dropped axles generally have the OEM steering arms removed and replaced with bolt-on style aftermarket steering 
arms, to provide additional steering clearance due to the change in vehicle height. These bolt-on steering arms are 
not part of this alert. 

To view details of the failure in Australia click here: Click to download PDF 

This Safety Alert has been produced to bring this potential safety risk to the attention of LVV Certifiers, affected 
vehicle owners, and modifiers, to ensure that all steering arms referred to in this Safety Alert are inspected, and crack 
tested as soon as possible. 

LVVTA advises owners of vehicles fitted with these steering arms to have the steering arms non-destructively tested 
(NDT) for signs of cracking. Vehicles being constructed or modified, that are yet to be LVV certified, will require an 
NDT report confirming that no cracks are present in the stub axle assembly before the LVV certification can proceed. 

LVVTA requires that when a vehicle fitted with the above style of stub axles is presented to an LVV Certifier for  
LVV certification, an NDT report confirming that no cracks are present in the stub axle assembly including the 
steering arm, must be provided. 

 

Left and below: The cracking has occurred part-way along the 
steering arm and may not be visible to the naked eye. Removal of 
paint or other coatings which could mask a crack is required for a 
thorough inspection, and a dye penetrant or magnetic particle 
inspection should be undertaken by a person suitably qualified to 
carry out non-destructive testing. 

https://www.asrf.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/ADVICE-SHEET-316-Steering-Arm-Failure.pdf

